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DECEPTICON

GARBOIL
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Int.
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Motto: “A million webs can be brought down
with a single cut.”
Function: Information Control
Class: Cassette
Profile: A member of the Decepticon Secret Police and familiar with the personal information of
countless Decepticon soldiers, and observes in
detail each one’s ulterior motives, plots being
executed, or treasonous conduct. Cold and methodical in his approach and intolerant of other
Decepticons. scheming. As a result, extremely
unpopular with many Decepticons, though relied upon heavily by high command.
Weapons: Sonic Concussion Blasters.

INSTRUCTIONS

GARBOIL

Setting Up: Print out the parts page and be sure
to let the ink completely dry. Get out some white
glue and a decent pair of scissors.

ing them into shape. Glue a shoulder onto one
side, along the edge, of an arm lock piece. Repeat for the other pair.

Head Assembly: Start by cutting the head and
neck pieces. Fold the head into a box, and glue
into shape. Fold the neck into a long prism, and
glue into shape. Glue the rear of the head onto
the center of one of the neck’s sides so that it
forms a ‘T’. Allow to dry.

Cut out wings. Fold into boxes. Before gluing
into shape, tuck in a arm lock into the gap on
the front side of each wing. Carefully glue wing
into shape and allow to dry. Shoulder should
slide freely within the wing.

Cut out two chest pieces, fold both into boxes
(there will be a gap in each box) and glue into
shape. After letting them dry, slide one end each
of the neck into each gap.
Cut out back piece. Fold in half and allow to dry.
Glue the two chest pieces down onto the dark
side of the back piece, at the wider end, so that
the neck bar goes along the bottom. Allow to
try. The neck should swing freely, allowing the
head to transform from the body.
Wing Assembly: Cut out the two shoulder
pieces, then fold and glue into shape. Cut out
the two arm-lock pieces, folding them and glu-

Glue shoulders (with wings attached) to the
front sides of the chest. (Be sure the graphics are
lined up appropriately).
Body assembly: Cut out two mid-section pieces.
Fold and glue into boxes, then glue to the back
piece, just behind the chest pieces, leaving
enough room for the head to tuck in comfortably in cassette mode.
Cut out Tail piece, fold and glue into a box (there
will be a gap on each side). Glue Tail to rear of
mid-section pieces so that the side gaps are all
the way in back. Allow assembly to dry.
Cut out leg brace piece, fold and glue into a tri-
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angular prism. Allow to dry, and then insert
brace into the rear of the tail assembly.
Leg Assembly: Cut out the two leg pieces and
fold and glue into cubes. Glue each leg piece to
the sides of the leg brace that are sticking out.
Leg pieces should rotate down freely.
Cut out Feet pieces and fold each in half and
glue into shape. Glue feet to the leg piece so
that the feet hug the inside of the body assembly
while in cassette mode. Allow figure to dry.
Transformation: To Transform into condor mode,
rotate legs down slightly. Rotate head from main
body. Extend wings. To return to cassette
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